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Abstract: In this article, we investigate the notion of doing well while doing good from the perspective
of passive portfolio strategies. We analyze a number of asset allocation strategies based on ESG-
weighting and compare their financial and ESG performance for the US and Europe. We find no
significant difference in the financial performance but superior ESG performance of ESG-based
strategies. It can be concluded that, compared to a naive strategy, socially responsible investors are
willing to pay a small premium for the impact of the portfolio via transaction costs when rebalancing
the portfolio according to their preferences for social responsibility. In addition, when comparing
the ESG-based strategies to a value-weighted strategy, we observe no significant difference in ESG
performance but a high degree of significance in the superior financial performance of the ESG-based
strategy. We also analyze the strategies with regards to the factor loadings given by the Fama–French
five-factor model and a sixth factor denoted GMB (Good minus Bad) and find significant differences
across the regions and strategies. Overall, the results show strong support of ESG-based strategies
being preferred by socially responsible investors but also suggest that such strategies might be
preferred by conventional investors looking for a passively managed alternative compared to a value-
weighted index. Furthermore, it seems that such a strategy might be a more adequate benchmark for
active SRI funds.
Keywords: sustainable finance; portfolio management; fund management; social finance; asset
management; asset pricing; factor analysis; socially responsible investing
JEL Classification: G11; G12; G15
1. Introduction
For many decades firms have been operating with a traditional economic viewpoint,
which advocates the control of firms by profit-maximizing shareholders in pursuit of self-
interest and efficiency. The “Invisible hand of the market” described by Adam Smith in
1759, operating under conditions of relatively free and competitive markets within minimal
public policy, has proven successful in generating superior economic performance. See [1].
Nevertheless, over the years, voices assigning the role of social responsibility to firms
have become louder and an increasing number of firms have been adopting policies aimed
at managing their environmental, social and governance impact (ESG), while investors
have also started to incorporate social responsibility criteria into their investment decisions.
This development is documented by the strong increase in the investment volume of
socially responsible investments (SRI). In 2018, the funds allocated to socially repsonsible
investment strategies represented more than USD 12 trillion in assets under management
(AUM) in the US and EUR 11 trillion in Europe [2,3]. These strategies include all types of
investments in which non-financial variables related to socially responsible investing are
taken into consideration for asset management decisions [4]. While such strategies have
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become more popular in recent years, their beginnings can be traced back several hundred
years when religious ethical beliefs were taken into consideration when making investment
decisions [5].
Socially responsible investors derive utility not only from the financial outcome
but also the societal impact of their investments. These preferences regarding return, risk
and social responsibility can be realized in several ways, and a number of multi-criteria
portfolio optimization models have been introduced over the years to fill this gap. (An
overview is provided in Section 2) However, the vast majority of AUM invested in SRI
strategies and funds are based on an asset selection of socially responsible investments via
positive or negative screenings of stocks by industry or topic. Industry- and topic-based
screenings imply the exclusion/inclusion of stocks from certain industries and stocks
operating within a certain topic of social responsibility. More recently, ESG integration has
become more relevant for constructing SRI strategies due to the rise of ESG rating providers
and the widespread availability of ESG scores (see, e.g., [3]). However, in this approach, the
ESG information is also typically only used for stock screening based on a certain threshold
value. Overall, these traditional screening-based strategies raise a number of concerns.
Excluding certain industries or topics does not necessarily avoid including socially
low performing stocks in the portfolio. This can be resolved by screening according to a
chosen social responsibility measure. However, the threshold value of this mesaure is often
chosen in an arbitrary way or as a function of the asset universe rather than the investor’s
preference due to diversification considerations. Moreover, the asset allocation follows
mostly conventional strategies only focusing on financial performance after the initial asset
selection has been made.
In line with the increased interest from the practitioners’ side, a great number of
studies have been carried out investigating the relationship between social responsibility
and firm performance with mixed results slightly favoring a positive relationship. The most
relevant studies will be presented in Section 2. An extensive overview of SRI investments
dealing with 85 studies and 150 experiments was performed by Revelli and Viviani [6]. A
second interesting overview is provided by Von Wallis and Klein [7]. Studies focusing on
the comparison between socially responsible and conventional investments have attracted
a lot of attention but ultimately do not lead to a common conclusion among the researchers
or institutions as their findings seem to depend on the reference market, the time period,
the asset-management strategy, the aggregation of ESG scores or other factors.
This ambiguous evidence forms the starting point for our analysis. In this study, we
propose a simple asset allocation strategy using a portfolio weighting based on ESG scores
as social responsibility measure in which the socially responsible investors’ preference can
be directly expressed instead of, or in addition to, screening activities. In order to avoid
inconsistencies and follow a systematic approach when investigating this topic, we base
our study design on the most important regions, Europe and the US, with a very large
sample determined by the most important equities in their respective regions. For both
regions, we cover a long observation period starting from 2005 when ESG data started
to become widely available. We specifically focus on passive strategies in order to avoid
potential biases from fund manager skill and compare our strategies with common passive
portfolio strategies, such as value-weighted and naive asset allocations as benchmarks.
As a first step, we analyze the general relationship between ESG score, risk, returns
and firm size. As a second step, we construct portfolios using a number of passive asset
allocation strategies, such as a naive, value-weighted or ESG-weighted allocation. For the
latter, we refer to the ESG data provided by ASSET4 and Thomson Reuters Refinitiv
for robustness checks. Finally, we explain the portfolio results using the Fama–French
five-factor model and include an additional risk factor called GMB, which is defined as the
difference in returns of good minus bad ESG stocks.
The comparative analysis of the asset allocation strategies shows that an ESG-based
weighting strategy seems to perform on par with a naive asset allocation in terms of
financial performance while providing a superior social performance. This suggests that
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achieving a significantly higher social performance might come at a small premium, which
seems to be purely related to the cost of rebalancing the ESG-based portfolio with turnover
rates being very low. The advantage compared to the value-weighted strategy seems
to be more pronounced, as a higher financial performance and similar or higher social
performance can be achieved depending on the rating regime used. The regression results
show significant factor loadings for the Fama–French five-factor model and the GMB factor.
While these loadings are not consistent across regions, similarities can be found throughout
all strategies within their respective regions.
Overall, our results suggest that such ESG-based strategies might not only be viable
options for socially responsible investors but also for conventional investors looking for a
passively managed alternative compared to a value-weighted index while generating a
possibly higher social impact at the same time.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the relevant
literature. Section 3 introduces the ESG-based asset allocation strategies and the regression
model, while Section 4 presents the data set and provides some descriptive statistics. Section 5
contains the results of the strategies and regression analysis, and Section 6 concludes.
2. Literature
To begin, we will provide a short overview of the relevant SRI-related studies, focusing
on multi-criteria portfolio optimization models from an active portfolio management
perspective. These studies address the problem of how socially responsible investors can
optimize their individual preferences for risk, return and social responsibility in order to
overcome any trade offs between these potentially conflicting preferences. Then, we will
discuss the main literature investigating the general question of the performance of SRI
and its relation to conventional investments.
Bilbao-Terol et al. [8], for example, introduce a goal-programming model for an SRI
portfolio that aims to enable investors to match their ethical and financial preferences. Using
UK mutual funds, they demonstrate that investors’ risk attitudes tend to influence the loss
of return as a result of choosing SRIs. Ballestero et al. [5] and Bilbao-Terol et al. [9] also focus
on SRIs and propose different models as ways to incorporate investor preferences into the
portfolio-optimization process. They find that ethical investments are accompanied by an
increase in risk exposure, while the results of Bilbao-Terol et al. [9] suggest that the potential
tradeoffs are relatively minor for highly risk-averse investors. Hirschberger et al. [10] develop
a multiparametric algorithm for the computation of the non-dominated set of portfolios
in a tri-criterion optimization. Gasser et al. [11] propose a Markowitz model modification
to set up a three-dimensional capital allocation plane that illustrates the complete set of
feasible optimal portfolios on the basis of return, risk and social responsibility.
In this study, we extend the literature on SRI portfolio management by investigating
passively managed strategies for socially responsible investors specifically, which can be
executed with no expectations or expert knowledge required. This also allows an unbiased
analysis of the relationship between social responsibility and financial performance at the
fund level, as these passive strategies are not affected by management skills or fees.
A large number of studies are dedicated to investigating the differences between
conventional and SRI investments with ambiguous results. This literature is presented
below sorted by the evidence on the over, under or equal performance of conventional and
social investment portfolios.
2.1. No Difference between Conventional and Social Investment Financial
Early evidence dealing with the question of how socially responsible investments
compare to their conventional counterparts is given, for example, by Luther et al. [12],
who refer to British ethical funds, or Hamilton et al. [13], who investigate US funds by
examining Jensen’s alpha. White [14] also follows a similar approach, focusing on Ger-
man and US funds by regressing fund performance against their respective market index.
Other studies comparing conventional and social funds also include transaction costs,
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for example, in Mallin et al. [15], Gregory et al. [16], Statman [17], Stone et al. [18] and
Kreander et al. [19], which all find no significant difference between the different types
of investor. Bauer et al. [20] was the first who aimed to find a general explanation of the
differences in performance between SRI and conventional funds. They analyze social funds
by referring to a four-factor model and find that the differences in social and conventional
investments can be traced back to different asset management strategies. Galema et al. [21]
criticize the procedure of controlling risk factors via Fama-French regressions and showed
that, in general, SRIs have lower book-to-market ratios such that the regression results
may be biased, as alphas do not capture SRI effects appropriately. Schröder [22] aims to
overcome the bias of asset management strategies and, thus, focuses on SRI indices and
not on investment funds. He concludes that there are similar risk-adjusted returns for SRI
stock indices and conventional benchmarks. More recently, Humphrey and Lee [23] and
Humphrey and Tan [24] “conclude that a typical socially responsible fund will neither gain
nor lose from screening its portfolio”. Junkus and Berry [25] claim that the performance
of SRI mutual funds and conventional funds are not significantly different but strongly
sensitive towards the model applied, period considered and benchmark used. One thing
that all these articles have in common is they do not find a significant difference in the
performance of the different types of investments. More recently, Badía et al. [26] find a
non-significant overperformance of high ESG firms compared to firms with lower ESG
scores within their sample of government bond portfolios from 24 countries over a period
ranging from 2006 to 2017. Finally, Folger-Laronde et al. [27] “analyze the differences and
relationship between the financial returns of ETFs and their Eco-fund ratings during the
COVID-19 pandemic-related financial market crash”. They show that a higher sustainabil-
ity performance in terms of higher ESG scores do not protect firms from financial losses
during a severe market downturn.
2.2. SRI Investments Outperform Conventional Investments
In contrast to these studies, a number of studies also document the outperformance of
socially responsible investments. Derwall et al. [28] and Kempf and Osthoff [29] show for
their sample, and using SRI screening, a significant outperformance of ethical products,
which was also confirmed by Statman and Glushkov [30], who show that shifting a portfolio
towards high social responsibility scores is beneficial and even compensates for the possible
resulting disadvantage from excluding sin stocks.A good overview of this topic is also
given in Derwall et al. [31],who develop a model in order to shed light on the different
reasons and economics as well as the persistence of the different results showing the
out- or underperformance of one type of investment. Furthermore, El Ghoul et al. [32]
conclude that firms with socially responsible practices have higher valuations and lower
risk. Rathner [33] show further that funds from Europe show a significant outperformance
of their conventional benchmark, whereas this cannot be confirmed for US funds. Capelle-
Blancard and Monjon [34] show that the quality and quantity of the screening process may
critically affect the fund performance for a sample of French funds.
2.3. Underperformance of SRI Social Investments
In contrast to these findings, Geczy et al. [35] state that investors who allocate their
wealth to socially responsible equity mutual funds pay a price and thus receive significantly
lower risk-adjusted returns, which is also confirmed for the extreme case of only investing in
bad firms, so-called sin stocks such as alcohol, tobacco, etc., by Hong and Kacperczyk [36].
Trinks and Scholtens [37] shed light on different social issues and conclude that a negative
screening may have negative financial effects on the portfolio performance. They also
provide an excellent discussion on the literature dealing with the screening processes in
general. More recently, Riedl and Smeets [38] have argued that for socially responsible
investors, the financial reward is not the only goal so that in their sample, the investors
accepted lower returns on SRI funds and higher management fees in general, which
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means that in doing so, they forego financial return in order to realize their preference for
social responsibility.
Geczy et al. [35] and Manescu [39] show that the compensation of risk for socially re-
sponsible investments depends on their attributes and conclude that only certain attributes
linked to environmental, social and governance factors (ESG) might be relevant in terms of
value to certain firms and, thus, could lead to mispricing aggregated ESG measures when
it comes to risk-adjusted returns.
Maiti [40] clearly shows that ESG is an important risk factor and suggests that invest-
ment decisions by socially responsible investors should be based on ESG factors. He shows
that “higher Sharpe ratios for environment, social and governance factors indicate that
portfolios formed on these factors show better investment performance over traditional
size and value-based portfolios”.
With this article, we contribute to the literature in several ways. Our study is the
first one to investigate passive strategies for socially responsible investors, which are
unaffected by management skill or fees. Furthermore, and in line with Maiti [40], we
construct asset allocation strategies based on ESG integration, which go beyond pure stock
selection and utilize the full information contained in ESG scores for deriving the portfolio
weights. We conduct a comparative analysis of these ESG-based strategies with naive and
value-weighted strategies as most common benchmarks. In addition, we investigate the
differences between socially responsible investments in the US and Europe systematically.
Finally, we compare the performance of all strategies and explain their factor loadings
with respect to the well-known Fama–French five-factor model (see [41]) and extend this
analysis by introducing an additional risk factor GMB defined as the difference in returns
of good minus bad ESG stocks. This allows us to gain further insights into the discussion
of return, risk and social responsibility.
3. Methodology
In this section, we describe the asset allocation strategies and outline the performance
analysis of the resulting portfolios.
The regional portfolio for the US and Europe has been created based on the asset
universe outlined in Section 4. The benchmark strategies are based on a value-weighted
and equally-weighted (1/N) asset allocation (see for example DeMiguel et al. [42]).
For the ESG-based strategy, we adopt an ESG-weighting approach in which the asset
allocation is based on the ESG scores θ of the individual assets i, where the sum of the ESG
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This exponential ESG-weighting strategy (ESG2) further shifts the asset allocation
towards assets with a strong ESG performance to express a stronger investor preference for
social responsibility. This strategy implicitly represents a combination of screening and
ESG-weighting as low ESG stocks receive a very small weight. However, in traditional
screening approaches, the asset allocation is usually based on a mean-variance optimization,
in which the preferences for social responsibility are neglected after the intial screening has
been completed. Such a screening is based on arbitrary, subjective lower thresholds for ESG
scores, while in the ESG2 approach, a stock’s weight still depends on its contribution to
the overall ESG performance of the portfolio. The cutoff point is implicitly given by each
stock’s ESG performance relative the overall asset universe. While a cutoff is generally also
possible in the ESG-weighting strategy depending on the asset universe, it is much more
likely for the ESG2 strategies. This also allows us to investigate potential screening effects
on the strategy’s performance due to diversification considerations. A combination of a
traditional screening using subjective ESG thresholds and these ESG-weighting approaches
is also possible if investors wish to explicitly screen out certain stocks.
The proposed strategies should, on average, provide a significantly higher ESG per-
formance compared to the considered benchmark strategies. While the portfolio results are
reported based on daily returns, all portfolios are rebalanced on a monthly basis.
Following Dorfleitner and Utz [43], it is assumed that investors do not consider the
change in the level of a firm’s social responsibility (a “socially responsible return”) after they
have made their investment decision. As we investigate two different ESG rating regimes
in our portfolio analysis, we do not take ESG disagreement into consideration, and we
neither challenge the question about the tradeoff between the different ESG scores nor the
question whether these visualize the true social, governmental, ethical or environmental
behavior of a certain firm. For an explicit consideration of the effect of ESG disagreement
on the risk aversion of an investor, see Friedman and Heinle [44], Grant and Satchell [45] or
Avramov et al. [46]. This implies that investors do not consider the risk of an ESG score’s
deviation from the expectation and derive utility from holding high ESG stocks. This is
also in line with Dorfleitner et al. [47]and Basso and Funari [48]. On the one hand, ESG
scores remain rather stable over time for most stocks. On the other hand, ESG scores are
usually provided as z-Scores, and a firm’s ESG score can only decrease/ increase until a
lower/upper bound is reached. This suggests that the change in ESG score is not an ideal
measure for portfolio management decisions. However, while the asset allocation is based
on the level of a firm’s ESG score, our ESG-based strategies certainly acknowledge a change
in the ESG score when rebalancing the portfolios. Please see Section 5.1for a discussion on
the topic of backfilling bias.
To investigate the portfolios’ performance, we examine the daily returns and standard
deviation, as well as the Sharpe ratio and portfolio ESG scores. We then examine the effect
of transaction costs by computing the turnover rates for all strategies.
To analyze the daily returns of the implemented portfolio strategies further, we use the
well-known Fama–French five-factor model and extend it with a sixth factor called GMB
(Good minus Bad). The factor loadings allow us to analyze a bias or tilt of the resulting
portfolio returns with respect to the six factors included in the model.
ri,t = α + βmkt(Rmkt,t − Rr f ,t) + βSMBSMBt + βHMLt HMLt
+ βRMW RMWt + βCMACMAt + βGMBGMBt
(5)
with (Rmkt,t − Rr f ,t) denoting the market risk premium measured as the return difference
of the value-weighted market portfolio of the full asset universe and the one-month Trea-
sury bill rate. SMB (Small minus Big) describes the size premium, as small-cap stocks are
expected to earn higher returns than large-cap stocks. HML (High minus Low) relates to
the value premium, which accounts for the return spread between value and growth stocks,
as it is expected that stocks with high book-to-market ratios will outperform those with
low book-to-market ratios. RMW (Robust minus Weak) refers to the profitability premium,
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as stocks with a robust operating profitability are expected to outperform stocks with a
weak operating profitability. CMA (Conservative minus Aggressive) refers to the return
difference between firms that invest conservatively and aggressively [41]. The additional
factor GMB (Good minus Bad) describes the difference in returns between good stocks and
bad stocks, in which the portfolios of good and bad stocks contain the top and bottom 50%
of stocks given by their ESG scores, respectively. This factor is related to the systematic
difference in financial performance between good and bad stocks. It is included due to the
ambiguous literature in which no final conclusion about the direction of the relationship
between returns and ESG scores has been reached. Furthermore, the measurable relation-
ship may be overlaid by other factors, such as size. The factor has also been constructed
using the top and bottom 30%, respectively, with virtually identical results.
4. Data
For the portfolio analysis, we refer to the daily stock price data provided by Bloomberg
of firms included in the S&P 500 and the Eurostoxx 600 for the respective constituents lists
of February 2018. These indices have been chosen as they represent the most common
market benchmarks used by investors. We focus on the time period from 2005 to 2018.
As ESG ratings only started to become available for some listed companies in the early
2000s onwards, we chose this time period to ensure that we achieve a sufficiently large
data sample of the respective indices. After removing firms with an incomplete price or
ESG score history, the sample consists of 423 firms for Europe and 477 for the US. In order
to keep our asset universe constant throughout the full observation period, we include all
firms contained in the S&P500 as per the constituents list of February 2018. Thus, all firms
delisted earlier are not included in the set. The regression factors for the US and Europe
are obtained from the data library of Kenneth R. French, based on the full asset universe of
public equities in their respective regions.
The ESG disagreement among rating agencies is well-documented and has important
implications for the use of ESG data for investment decisions.See, e.g., [49–51]. To ensure
the robustness of our results, we use ESG scores from both ASSET4 (denoted as ESG-
A4 or θA4) and Thomson Reuters Refinitiv (denoted as TRESG or θTR) to construct the
portfolio strategies.
The ESG data is presented in Table 1, while full descriptions of the price and ESG data
for Europe and the US are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 1 shows that TRESG scores exhibit a smaller range and variability of values as
compared to their ASSET4 counterparts, as shown by the lower standard deviation, higher
minimum and lower maximum values. When comparing Europe and the US, it can be seen
that both ESG data providers report higher average ESG scores for Europe with a lower
standard deviation.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of ESG data.
Source # θ̄ σ Min θ 1st Qu. 3rd Qu. max θ
θA4 US 477 63.353 25.228 7.305 44.030 86.649 96.860
θTR US 477 47.110 10.703 16.880 39.820 53.820 78.840
θA4 Europe 423 76.781 19.444 5.303 67.865 90.970 95.928
θTR Europe 423 52.880 10.500 18.290 45.670 60.190 79.190
Notes: This table provides descriptive statistics for the ESG-A4 and TRESG scores for both Europe and the US. # represents the number of
firms, while columns 2–6 show the average daily return, standard deviation, minimum, first and third quantile as well as maximum return.
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics by Industry (SIC)—US.
SIC # µ̄ σ Min µ Max µ Median µ θ̄ Min θ Max θ Median θ
1 30 0.057% 2.767% −39.344% 53.052% 0.039% 56.145 15.740 93.865 55.430
2 80 0.050% 2.032% −42.553% 61.907% 0.038% 75.381 16.915 96.281 82.694
3 93 0.061% 2.159% −35.420% 63.804% 0.050% 73.177 9.537 96.860 79.409
4 64 0.043% 1.835% −34.813% 39.621% 0.050% 65.435 7.305 94.338 69.155
5 49 0.059% 2.102% −40.394% 55.932% 0.044% 62.186 12.852 93.131 71.876
6 99 0.051% 2.553% −60.791% 102.358% 0.045% 53.680 10.630 93.045 54.283
7 49 0.064% 2.249% −34.894% 98.182% 0.054% 55.462 13.880 95.725 52.519
8 13 0.058% 2.093% −41.022% 34.768% 0.041% 40.857 9.590 90.044 38.003
Notes: This table contains descriptive statistics for the daily returns and ESG scores of our sample for the US grouped by industry (one-digit
SIC code): 1 is for mining and construction, 2 for manufacturing of consumption goods, 3 for manufacturing of capital goods, 4 for
infrastructure, 5 for wholesale and retail trade, 6 for finance, insurance and real estate, 7 for services and 8 for public administration. #
stands for the number of firms in the respective sic code group. Columns 2–7 report the average daily return, standard deviation, minimum,
maximum and median daily return, while columns 8–11 report the average, minimum, maxiumum and median ESG scores (based on θA4)
for each industry.
Table 3. Descriptive Statistics by Industry (SIC)—Europe.
SIC # µ̄ σ Min µ Max µ Median µ θ̄ Min θ Max θ Median θ
1 26 0.066% 2.451% −41.667% 73.034% 0.031% 83.027 53.069 93.911 85.273
2 80 0.052% 1.810% −32.547% 31.735% 0.026% 77.308 9.460 95.170 82.833
3 89 0.063% 2.197% −84.919% 37.067% 0.030% 78.287 25.952 95.503 84.494
4 58 0.034% 1.847% −48.007% 49.849% 0.000% 81.521 11.434 95.505 87.656
5 29 0.041% 1.846% −38.462% 30.320% 0.012% 82.400 54.687 95.265 87.295
6 89 0.047% 2.233% −66.571% 70.408% 0.016% 70.538 5.303 95.928 81.247
7 33 0.054% 2.044% −61.573% 34.568% 0.000% 73.070 35.391 94.365 77.482
8 12 0.074% 2.117% −30.238% 45.808% 0.030% 65.652 34.216 94.226 68.029
Notes: This table contains descriptive statistics for the daily returns and ESG scores of our sample for Europe grouped by industry
(one-digit SIC code): 1 is for mining and construction, 2 for manufacturing of consumption goods, 3 for manufacturing of capital goods, 4
for infrastructure, 5 for wholesale and retail trade, 6 for finance, insurance and real estate, 7 for services and 8 for public administration. #
stands for the number of firms in the respective sic code group. Columns 2–7 report the average daily return, standard deviation, minimum,
maximum and median daily return, while columns 8–11 report the average, minimum, maxiumum and median ESG scores (based on θA4)
for each industry.
Based on the well-known theory of slack resources (see Makni et al. [52]), we in-
vestigate whether companies with larger market capitalization have higher ESG scores
as compared to companies with medium or small market capitalization. We rank the
firms according to their ESG scores and group them into deciles. This analysis provides
insight into the importance of size-based passive portfolio strategies for socially responsible
investing. Value-weighting is used to construct stock market indices, which commonly
serve as market benchmarks and passive-investment strategies with no management fees.
A strong positive relationship between ESG performance and size would suggest that
value-weighted portfolios and ESG-weighted portfolios share common characteristics and
overlap in their asset selection to a certain extent. The results of this exercise are presented
in Tables 4 and 5.
Overall, we observe a positive relationship between ESG scores and market capitaliza-
tion for both regions, which, however, does not seem to be consistent throughout the whole
distribution. In Europe, it seems that the increase in ESG scores throughout the deciles
is more often accompanied by an increase in market capitalization for firms with higher
ESG scores within the top 40% of deciles. In the US, we also find a positive but even less
pronounced relationship. We see that the highest (lowest) ESG score deciles are accompa-
nied by the highest (lowest) market capitalization, respectively, with, notably, the largest
market capitalization by far in the highest decile. This also holds true for Europe, even
though the lowest market capitalization is reported in decile 2 and the highest in decile
9. The positive relationship between the ESG score and market capitalization seems to be
most consistent for both regions in the tails of the distributions, with a larger difference in
ESG score and market capitalization between the tails in the US. This stronger variability
could be the result of higher ESG standards originating from the mandatory ESG disclosure
regulation in Europe.While the EU directive had been enacted in 2017, most large European
firms had adopted the ESG regulation standards before, as the first drafts were already
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available in 2014. Recent evidence from Krueger et al. [53] shows that mandatory ESG
disclosure has beneficial effects for firms, as it “increases the availability and quality of
ESG reporting”, which, in turn, reduces the risk of negative ESG incidents and stock price
crashes. As firms gain more awareness of the positive and negative effects of ESG on firm
financials, mandatory ESG disclosure further contributes to a more active management
of ESG activities in Europe, which could explain the lower variability between low and
high ESG firms.An investigation of the change in the distribution of ESG scores over time
shows that ESG scores in the US were more evenly distributed at the beginning of the
observation period in 2005–2007, i.e., there was a higher number of firms with lower ESG
scores. Over time, the distribution skewed to the left, and ESG scores increased. In Europe,
a left-skewed distribution can be observed from the beginning, and the skew has further
increased over time. In comparison to the US, a higher concentration of strong ESG stocks
can be observed. These results are available from the authors upon request.
Unsurprisingly, we find a negative relationship between ESG scores and returns,
which supports the previous results, since large-cap stocks exhibit lower expected returns
than small-cap stocks due to the size effect described in Section 3. However, this negative
relationship between ESG scores and average returns seems to be more consistent for
Europe than for the US. These findings are in line with Ahmad et al. [54], who studied the
relationship between ESG and financial performance of the FTSE350 for the time period
between 2002 and 2018 and found that “firm size moderates the relationship between
ESG performance and financial performance”. We also conduct this investigation using
Thomson Reuters Refinitiv ESG Scores and find similar results for the positive relationship
between ESG and market capitalization. However, these cannot be confirmed for the whole
distribution or for the negative relationship between ESG scores and returns. For both
regions and rating regimes, we also run a series of quantile regressions to corroborate our
findings. These results are available upon request.
These results suggest a degree of overlap in the asset allocation between value-
weighted and ESG-weighted strategies. While it seems that, on average, large-cap stocks
also receive a larger share of funds in an ESG-weighting strategy, it still allows for putting
larger weights on mid- and small-cap stocks with nevertheless potentially higher ESG
scores compared to value-weighting. Depending on the level of diversification achieved,
these firms could contribute to the overall financial performance significantly, as they
exhibit higher expected returns than large-cap stocks.
Table 4. TRESG Score Deciles—US.
Decile # θ̄TR MC µ̄ Min µ Max µ
1 48 28.271 24, 261 0.075% 0.004% 0.212%
2 48 36.306 22, 078 0.057% 0.002% 0.130%
3 47 40.002 26, 776 0.057% −0.002% 0.141%
4 48 43.052 52, 134 0.049% −0.007% 0.161%
5 47 45.772 39, 043 0.055% 0.008% 0.142%
6 48 48.626 27, 092 0.046% −0.043% 0.121%
7 47 51.022 25, 231 0.049% 0.009% 0.091%
8 48 53.913 16, 300 0.054% 0.015% 0.136%
9 48 58.051 16, 920 0.055% 0.015% 0.146%
10 48 66.236 14, 072 0.050% −0.029% 0.118%
Total 477 47.112 26, 468 0.055% −0.043% 0.212%
Notes: This table shows descriptive statistics of the ESG-based deciles for the firms ranked according to θTR for the US. For example, group
1 contains the 10% of firms with the lowest and group 10 the 10% of firms with the highest ESG scores, whereas # shows the number of
firms in each decile, θ̄ the average ESG score, MC the average market capitalization, µ̄, min and max the average, minimum and maximum
daily return of each decile.
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Table 5. TRESG Score Deciles—Europe.
Decile # θ̄TR MC µ̄ Min µ Max µ
1 42 34.154 26, 347 0.060% 0.009% 0.131%
2 42 42.619 24, 476 0.060% 0.018% 0.132%
3 43 45.649 39, 785 0.047% -0.009% 0.110%
4 42 48.517 38, 243 0.048% 0.001% 0.100%
5 42 51.569 39, 610 0.056% -0.014% 0.116%
6 42 54.298 27, 337 0.056% -0.005% 0.118%
7 42 56.828 25, 762 0.053% -0.006% 0.108%
8 43 60.094 24, 680 0.048% -0.002% 0.115%
9 43 64.309 21, 885 0.048% 0.008% 0.115%
10 42 70.774 17, 794 0.043% -0.008% 0.076%
Total 423 52.880 28, 608 0.052% -0.014% 0.132%
Notes: This table shows descriptive statistics of the ESG-based deciles for the firms ranked according to θTR for Europe. For example, group
1 contains the 10% of firms with the lowest and group 10 the 10% of firms with the highest ESG scores, whereas # shows the number of
firms in each decile, θ̄ the average ESG score, MC the average market capitalization, µ̄, min and max the average, minimum and maximum
daily return of each decile.
5. Results
First, we discuss the results of the portfolio strategies, i.e., the financial and social
performance by investigating the results for return, risk and ESG scores. Second, we shed
light on the transaction costs of all the strategies, and finally, we analyze the portfolio
returns using the Fama–French five-factor regression model to provide further insights.
5.1. Asset Selection and Portfolio Choice
The cumulative portfolio returns based on the asset-allocation strategies outlined in































Figure 1. The Cumulative Returns of Portfolio Strategies—US. Notes: This figure shows the cumulative daily return
development of all strategies for the US based on an initial investment of USD 1000 for the US.
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Figure 2. The Cumulative Returns of Portfolio Strategies—Europe. Notes: This figure shows the cumulative daily return
development of all strategies for Europe based on an initial investment of EUR 1000.
A comparison of the cumulative returns of the strategies for the US shows that the
naive and both ESG-weighted portfolios have very similar final values, which are not
significantly different from each other. For Europe, it seems that both the ESG-A4 and
TRESG portfolios show the highest cumulative daily returns, followed by the naive portfo-
lio strategy. In comparison, both ESG2 strategies and the value-weighted portfolios show
lower cumulative returns, ranking them consistently in the bottom half of both regions.
In order to evaluate the financial performance of the strategies, we refer to the mean
daily returns, standard deviation and Sharpe ratio, which is tested between all the strategies
for pairwise significance following Wright et al. [55]. The social performance is reported as
the average portfolio ESG score computed from both rating providers. The results of all
the portfolio strategies for both regions are shown in Tables 6 and 7.
Table 6. Portfolio Results—US.
Strategy µ̄ σ θ̄A4 θ̄TR SR
Naive 0.048% 1.343% 59.040 45.179 3.580%
TRESG 0.050% 1.421% 65.533 52.285 3.504%
ESG-A4 0.047% 1.372% 78.467 50.010 3.391%
TRESG2 0.027% 1.753% 95.508 88.431 1.567%
ESG-A42 0.041% 1.211% 95.344 58.376 3.423%
Value 0.034% 1.282% 79.950 44.847 2.674%
Notes: This table shows the results of the portfolio strategies for the US. Columns 2 and 3 show the average daily return and standard
deviation, while columns 4 and 5 show the average ESG-A4 and TRESG Score of the portfolios. Column 6 shows the Sharpe ratio based on
the daily returns.
For the US, the naive portfolio strategy provides the highest Sharpe ratio, closely
followed by TRESG, ESG-A42 and ESG-A4. However, the difference is not statistically
significant. TRESG reports the highest average return, closely followed by the naive and
ESG-A4 strategies. The highest standard deviation is shown for TRESG2, followed by
TRESG and ESG-A4. The value-weighted and TRESG2 strategies show the lowest financial
performance overall, and all the higher ranked portfolios report statistically significantly
larger Sharpe ratios compared to the value-weighted portfolio.
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In terms of social performance, it can be seen that the ESG-based strategies always
outperform the naive strategy in both ESG rating regimes. As expected, the ESG-A4
and TRESG strategies outperform each other, if the social performance is reported in
the same rating regime as that used for constructing those strategies.This means that the
ESG-A4 strategy outperforms if the ESG-A4 Score is reported and the TRESG strategy
outperforms if the TRESG score is reported. This also holds true for the ESG2 strategies
under TRESG reporting but does not hold true under ESG-A4 reporting since the TRESG2
and ESG-A42 strategies show almost identical ESG-A4 scores. Both ESG2 strategies report
the highest ESG scores under both rating regimes. The value-weighting strategy shows a
similar performance to the ESG-A4 strategy under ESG-A4 reporting, while it shows the
lowest social performance of all the strategies under the TRESG reporting. Unsurprisingly,
an investigation of the distribution of average portfolio weights for the ESG-based strategies
shows significant differences between the vanilla ESG and the ESG2 strategies. While 90%
of the total portfolio weight is, on average, made up of roughly 71% and 84% of stocks for
the ESG-A4 and TRESG strategies, respectively, the portfolio concentration of the ESG2
portfolios is significantly higher. In the ESG-A42 strategy, 20% of the firms constitute 90%
of the total portfolio weight, while it is only just above 1% of firms in the TRESG2 strategy.
This implies that, on average, a smaller number of stocks receive very high ESG scores
and that this strategy is comparable to a best-in-class approach, in which only the top
ESG stocks are selected. The high portfolio concentration suggests that the overall worst
financial performance generated by the TRESG2 strategy is a result of a diversification loss.
Table 7. Portfolio Results—Europe.
Strategy µ̄ σ θ̄A4 θ̄TR SR
Naive 0.036% 1.197% 77.532 54.019 3.006%
TRESG 0.043% 1.274% 80.398 57.592 3.413%
ESG-A4 0.042% 1.293% 84.585 56.189 3.272%
TRESG2 0.011% 1.619% 94.274 83.952 0.664%
ESG-A42 0.036% 1.406% 95.082 60.177 2.576%
Value 0.027% 1.261% 84.597 52.523 2.106%
Notes: This table shows the results of the portfolio strategies for Europe. Columns 2 and 3 show the average daily return and standard
deviation, while columns 4 and 5 show the average ESG-A4 and TRESG Score of the portfolios. Column 6 shows the Sharpe ratio based on
the daily returns.
The portfolio results for Europe indicate that TRESG has the highest financial per-
formance in terms of expected return and Sharpe ratio, followed by ESG-A4, the naive
strategy and ESG-A42. The outperformance of TRESG is statistically significant, whereas
the difference between the other three is not. The value-weighting and TRESG2 strategies
again report the lowest financial performance.
The rankings in terms of social performance are identical to the US, with all ESG-
based strategies outperforming the naive strategy under both rating regimes and the
value-weighted portfolio showing similar performance to the ESG-A4 strategy under
ESG-A4 reporting and the lowest performance under TRESG reporting.
It can be concluded that in both regions, the vanilla ESG-based strategies either
match or outperform the naive strategy in terms of cumulative returns and the Sharpe
ratio. However, they clearly outperform the naive portfolio in terms of social performance
under both rating regimes. All ESG-based strategies, except TRESG2, also report higher
cumulative returns and Sharpe ratios compared to the value-weighted strategy, while the
social performance of the value-weighted strategy is similar or lower compared to the
ESG-based strategies depending on the reported ESG score. For the ESG2 strategies, the
results are much less consistent across regions and rating regimes. While the ESG-A42
strategy shows a competitive financial performance and higher social performance under
both rating regimes compared to the vanilla strategies in the US, it falls short on financial
performance in Europe. However, the TRESG2 strategy consistently shows the lowest
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financial performance and the highest social performance under both rating regimes,
implying a larger tradeoff in financial performance to reach a higher ESG score. The
analysis of the average distribution of the portfolio weights for the ESG-based strategies
shows similar results for Europe as for the US. For the ESG-A4 and TRESG strategies, 81%
and 85% of firms constitute 90% of the total portfolio weight, while the results are 27% and
3% for the ESG2 and TRESG2 strategies, respectively. This overall lower concentration is in
line with our findings in Section 4, which document, on average, higher ESG scores and
lower variability for Europe than for the US. This is further confirmed by comparing the
ESG performance of the portfolios between both regions. Only the ESG2 portfolios have
similar ESG performances, as these portfolios only contain the stocks with the highest ESG
scores in both regions. The vanilla ESG-based strategies for Europe report, on average, a
10% higher ESG score compared to the US. The lower variability between low and high ESG
firms for Europe, possibly due to aforementioned higher ESG reporting standards based
on mandatory ESG disclosure, is clearly favorable for the vanilla ESG-based strategies.
Overall, it seems that under both rating regimes and for both regions, it is possible
to achieve a superior outcome using the vanilla ESG-based strategy compared to both
the naive portfolio, with a higher social and similar financial performance, and the value-
weighted portfolio, with higher financial and equal or higher social performance. The fact
that ESG scores are usually published with a delay of at least two quarters might create
concerns regarding the existence of backfilling bias in our results. Indeed, so far, we have
presented all results based on concurrent ESG scores, e.g., the portfolio weights in March
2017, say, were determined by the ESG scores in the first quarter of 2017, even though,
at that moment in time, these scores would not yet have been available. We used this
procedure due to the high temporal stability and low updating frequency of the ESG score,
which means that strategies that base their weights on concurrent or lagged ESG scores will
only be marginally different in terms of their portfolio weights and thus in terms of their
performance. To substantiate these qualitative claims quantitatively and in order to further
check our results for robustness, we also implemented strategies based on lagged ESG
scores that take the availability of information at the hypothetical moment of investment
into account. We determined portfolio weights based on the ESG scores from q quarters
earlier, where we varied q from 2 to 6. As expected, the corresponding results remained
virtually unchanged compared to the case where we use ESG scores at time t. Specifically,
all performance and risk measures remained very stable and changed only in the fourth or
fifth decimal point.
5.2. Transaction Cost
The analysis of the portfolio results so far has focused on the comparison of the fi-
nancial and social performance of all the strategies. In this section, we extend the analysis
by investigating the effect of the transaction cost on each strategy for both regions. We
compute the turnover rate of each asset in each strategy based on monthly rebalancing
and report the average turnover rate for each strategy in Table 8. Since the asset universe
considered for the analysis remains constant throughout the whole observation period,
the weights of the firms in the naive portfolio do not change, and therefore, the turnover is
zero. We find that both vanilla ESG strategies have the lowest turnover rates, followed by
the value-weighted and ESG2 strategies. This implies a small reduction in the financial per-
formance for the vanilla ESG portfolios as a tradeoff to obtain a higher social performance.
This means that investors might have to accept slightly lower returns compared to the
naive portfolio by paying transaction costs in exchange for significantly increased social
performance. For the ESG2 strategies, this tradeoff appears to be much larger, putting these
strategies at a disadvantage compared to the vanilla ESG-based strategies, as turnover rates
are 10 and 7 times larger in Europe and the US, respectively. At the same time, the pre-
viously reported financial outperformance of the vanilla ESG-based portfolios over the
value-weighted strategies is further increased due to the 3.7 and 2.5 times higher turnover
rates in Europe and the US.
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Table 8. The Average Strategy Turnover Rates—Europe and the US.
Region ESG-A4 ESG-A42 TRESG TRESG2 Value
Europe 0.969 10.481 2.142 23.829 3.672
US 1.499 10.987 2.129 15.198 3.713
Notes: This table reports the average turnover rates of each strategy in each region based on monthly rebalancing.
5.3. Factor Regressions
In this section, we report the results of the Fama–French five-factor regression models
for both regions and all strategies. Moreover, we add an additional factor denoted by GMB
(Good minus Bad). In nearly all cases, the regression models show statistically significant
coefficients for all five Fama–French factors and the additional GMB factor. Nevertheless,
the loadings of the beta coefficients vary substantially.
5.3.1. Regression Analysis—US Market
In Table 9, we report the correlation matrix of the factors considered for the regression
model for the US. We find weak to moderate correlation coefficients ranging from −0.52
between SMB and GMB and 0.39 between Market and HML. The negative coefficient
between SMB and GMB is in line with our findings in Section 4, which indicates a positive
relationship between size and ESG scores.
Table 9. Factor Correlation—US.
Market SMB HML RMW CMA GMB
Market 1 0.25 0.39 −0.39 −0.15 −0.30
SMB 0.25 1 0.13 −0.30 0.01 −0.52
HML 0.39 0.13 1 −0.43 0.25 −0.13
RMW −0.39 −0.30 −0.43 1 0.02 0.37
CMA −0.15 0.01 0.25 0.02 1 0.22
GMB −0.30 −0.52 −0.13 0.37 0.22 1
Notes: This table shows the correlation matrix of the factors included in the regression analysis for the US including the five Fama–French
factors and GMB (Good minus Bad).
Table 10 gives an overview of the signs of all the regression factors used in the full
models for each strategy for the US. While the market itself and RMW are always positive
in their impact, for the other factors, the outcome is not that clear and varies with the
asset-allocation strategy.
The results of the regression models using the Fama–Franch factors alone and with
the GMB factor for the US are shown in Tables 11 and 12, respectively.
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Table 10. Signs of the Factor Beta Coefficients—US.
Factor Naive ESG-A4 ESG-A42 TRESG TRESG2 Value
Market + + + + + +
SMB + + (−) + (+) −
HML − + − + − +
RMW + + + + + +
CMA (−) + + + + −
GMB − − + − − +
Notes: This table reports the signs of the factor beta coefficients contained in the final regression models for all strategies for the US. The
results in brackets indicate insignificant coefficients at p > 0.1.
Table 11. Fama–French Regression Results for the US.
Dependent Variable:
Portfolio Return
Naive ESG-A4 ESG-A42 TRESG TRESG2 Value
Mkt.RF 1.046 *** 1.055 *** 0.990 *** 1.064 *** 1.088 *** 1.01 3 ***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.021) (0.002)
SMB 0.160 *** 0.057 *** −0.045 *** 0.185 *** 0.134 *** −0.132 ***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.009) (0.007) (0.041) (0.003)
HML −0.051 *** 0.117 *** −0.149 *** 0.162 *** −0.291 *** 0.065 ***
(0.005) (0.006) (0.008) (0.006) (0.040) (0.003)
RMW 0.050 *** 0.093 *** 0.116 *** 0.109 *** 0.204 *** 0.045 ***
(0.010) (0.010) (0.015) (0.011) (0.071) (0.005)
CMA −0.065 *** 0.077 *** 0.234 *** 0.039 *** 0.443 *** −0.018 ***
(0.010) (0.011) (0.016) (0.012) (0.078) (0.006)
Constant 0.0001 ** 0.0001 ** 0.00002 0.0001 ** −0.0002 −0.00003 **
(0.00003) (0.00003) (0.00005) (0.00004) (0.0002) (0.00002)
Observations 2825 2825 2825 2825 2825 2825
R2 0.986 0.985 0.959 0.982 0.541 0.995
Adjusted R2 0.986 0.985 0.959 0.982 0.541 0.995
Note: This table illustrates the effect of the five Fama–French factors in explaining the portfolio returns. Herein, ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
For all the strategies, we observe a market beta close to one. There is a small dis-
crepancy because the reference market composites may not be exactly replicated by the
value-weighted portfolio throughout the total observeration period. The naive portfolio
shows a positive loading on SMB and RMW, implying a tilt towards small firms with
robust operating profitability. The loadings on HML and CMA are negative, which points
to firms that also have low book-to-market ratios and aggressive investment styles.
The value-weighted portfolio shows a negative loading on the SMB factor, implying
an expected tilt towards large companies. All the other factors besides CMA show a
positive sign, indicating a loading on value firms with robust operating profitability and a
tilt towards a conservative investment strategy. These results are in line with Fama and
French [56].
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Table 12. Fama–French Regression Results including GMB for the US.
Dependent Variable:
Portfolio Return
Naive ESG-A4 ESG-A42 TRESG TRESG2 Value
Mkt.RF 1.041 *** 1.052 *** 0.992 *** 1.060 *** 1.083 *** 1.014 ***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.021) (0.002)
SMB 0.093 *** 0.013 ** −0.014 0.121 *** 0.054 −0.118 ***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.010) (0.007) (0.046) (0.003)
HML −0.053 *** 0.116 *** −0.148 *** 0.160 *** −0.293 *** 0.065 ***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.008) (0.006) (0.040) (0.003)
RMW 0.097 *** 0.125 *** 0.095 *** 0.154 *** 0.260 *** 0.035 ***
(0.009) (0.010) (0.015) (0.011) (0.073) (0.005)
CMA −0.003 0.118 *** 0.206 *** 0.099 *** 0.518 *** −0.031 ***
(0.010) (0.011) (0.017) (0.012) (0.080) (0.006)
GMB −0.238 *** −0.159 *** 0.109 *** −0.230 *** −0.286 *** 0.049 ***
(0.009) (0.010) (0.016) (0.012) (0.077) (0.006)
Constant 0.0001 * 0.0001 * 0.00003 0.0001 ** −0.0002 −0.00003 *
(0.00003) (0.00003) (0.00005) (0.00003) (0.0002) (0.00002)
Observations 2825 2825 2825 2825 2825 2825
R2 0.988 0.986 0.959 0.985 0.544 0.995
Adjusted R2 0.988 0.986 0.959 0.984 0.543 0.995
Note: This table illustrates the effect of the five Fama–French factors and GMB in explaining the portfolio returns. Herein, * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05;
*** p < 0.01.
For the ESG-A4 portfolio, the loadings on the coefficients differ significantly. In con-
trast to the value-weighted portfolio, we find positive SMB and CMA loadings, indicating
that the portfolio return is explained by small firms with conservative investment strategies.
The signs of the coefficients of the factor HML and RMW are in line with the value-weighed
portfolio but show a more pronounced risk exposure with respect to robust value firms.
For the TRESG portfolio, similar results can be observed. The signs and, therefore, the factor
loadings are identical to the ESG-A4 portfolio. However, the coefficients vary substantially.
TRESG shows a larger coefficient for SML, HML and RMW, while the coefficient of CMA is
slightly smaller.
For the ESG2 strategies, we observe less consistent results with respect to the sign and
levels of the coefficients. For both strategies, we observe an insignificant loading on SMB in
the full model. This implies that there is no longer a tilt towards small firms compared to
the vanilla ESG-based strategies. This can possibly be explained by the more pronounced
focus on high-ESG firms in these strategies in combination with the positive relationship to
size. The sign of RMW is in line with the value-weighted portfolio, whereas HML and CMA
show opposite signs. RMW shows a loading on robust firms, which is expressed even more
strongly in the ESG-A42 portfolio. HML with a negative sign is neither in line with the
value-weighted portfolio nor with the ESG-A4 portfolio. CMA shows a positive sign, which
opposes the value-weighted portfolio but is in line with the ESG-A4 portfolio. Overall,
the explanatory power increases compared to the value-weighted portfolio but starts from
a lower value. For the TRESG2 portfolio, the explanatory power is drastically reduced to
0.53, given by R2. The loading on firms with low book-to-market ratios is more pronounced
than for the ESG-A42 portfolio. For RMW and CMA, the signs of both ESG2 portfolios are
the same, although the coefficients are even larger for TRESG2.
Regarding the GMB factor, we find significant but inconsistent loadings for all the
strategies. It can be observed that adding the factor has a notable and consistent effect on
the SMB factor for the ESG-based strategies. On both ESG2 strategies, the SMB coefficient
becomes insignificant when the GMB factor is added, while it becomes less significant
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for the ESG-A4 strategy. For the ESG-A4, TRESG and naive strategies, the value of the
coefficient of the SMB factor also decreases, while it increases in the value-weighted
strategy but has a negative sign. The vanilla ESG-based strategies both show positive SMB
and negative GMB factor loadings. This suggests an impact of the size premium on the
GMB factor, which is consistent with the previous explanations in Section 4, as the largest
(smallest) firms are accompanied by the highest (lowest) ESG scores.
5.3.2. Fama–French analysis—European Market
The correlation matrix for all the factors for Europe are presented in Table 13. The co-
efficients range from −0.72 between Market and SMB and 0.40 between Market and HML.
As with the US, we observe a negative correlation of −0.39 between SMB and GMB.
Table 13. Factor Correlation—Europe.
Market SMB HML RMW CMA GMB
Market 1 −0.72 0.40 −0.20 −0.31 0.19
SMB −0.72 1 −0.26 0.12 0.19 −0.39
HML 0.40 −0.26 1 −0.65 0.20 −0.18
RMW −0.20 0.12 −0.65 1 −0.29 −0.05
CMA −0.31 0.19 0.20 −0.29 1 0.07
GMB 0.19 −0.39 0.18 −0.05 0.07 1
Notes: This table shows the correlation matrix of the factors included in the regression analysis for Europe, including the five Fama–French
factors and GMB (Good minus Bad).
Table 14 gives an overview of the loadings of all regression factors used in the full
model for each strategy for Europe. Compared to the US, the factor loadings are much
more consistent between strategies since 5 out of 6 factors show the same loading for all
strategies with a positive sign on Market and negative sign for all factors except HML.
However, it has to be noted that HML is insignificant for both ESG2 strategies and only
significant at the 10% level for TRESG and the 5% level for ESG-A4.
Table 14. Signs of the Factor Beta Coefficients—Europe.
Factor Naive ESG-A4 ESG-A42 TRESG TRESG2 Value
Market + + + + + +
SMB − − − − − −
HML − + (+) + (−) −
RMW − − − − − −
CMA − − − − − −
GMB − − − − − −
Notes: This table reports the signs of the factor beta coefficients contained in the final regression models for all strategies for Europe. The
results in brackets indicate insignificant coefficients at p > 0.1.
The results of the regression analysis using the Fama–French factors alone and with
the GMB factor for Europe are shown in Tables 15 and 16, respectively.
The naive and value-weighted portfolios show a negative loading on all factors except
the market factor. This indicates a tilt towards large growth stocks with weak operating
profitability and aggressive investment strategies. These results differ from the US for both
the naive and value-weighted portfolios, which did not show consistent loadings except
for Market and RMW.
The vanilla ESG-weighted portfolios (ESG-A4 and TRESG) show similar results with
respect to the factor loadings. We find negative loadings on SMB, RMW and CMA and a
positive loading on HML, indicating a tilt towards large value firms with weak operating
profitability and aggressive investment styles. However, as mentioned earlier, for both
strategies, a weaker significance for HML can be observed. For the ESG2 and TRESG2
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portfolios, we observe similar loadings but a larger negative coefficient for RMW for ESG2
and for CMA for TRESG2 and an insignificant coefficient for HML. This implies a tilt
torwards large firms with weak operating profitability and an aggressive investment style.
The results for the ESG-based strategies show the reduced importance of the HML factor in
explaining the portfolio returns.
Table 15. Fama–French Regression Results for Europe.
Dependent Variable:
Portfolio Return
Naive ESG-A4 ESG-A42 TRESG TRESG2 Value
Mkt.RF 0.660 *** 0.672 *** 0.645 *** 0.674 *** 0.595 *** 0.638 ***
(0.011) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.024) (0.011)
SMB −0.347 *** −0.423 *** −0.742 *** −0.369 *** −0.742 *** −0.544 ***
(0.024) (0.025) (0.026) (0.025) (0.052) (0.024)
HML −0.144 *** 0.029 0.013 0.022 −0.021 −0.122 ***
(0.028) (0.028) (0.030) (0.029) (0.060) (0.027)
RMW −0.275 *** −0.382 *** −0.450 *** −0.380 *** −0.233 *** −0.339 ***
(0.041) (0.042) (0.045) (0.042) (0.088) (0.040)
CMA −0.435 *** −0.489 *** −0.455 *** −0.494 *** −0.655 *** −0.466 ***
(0.036) (0.038) (0.040) (0.038) (0.078) (0.036)
Constant 0.0002 ** 0.0003 *** 0.0003 ** 0.0003 *** 0.00000 0.0001
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0001)
Observations 2558 2558 2558 2558 2558 2558
R2 0.839 0.852 0.860 0.846 0.587 0.861
Adjusted R2 0.838 0.852 0.860 0.845 0.586 0.860
Note: This table illustrates the effect of the five Fama–French factors in explaining the portfolio returns. Herein, ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
Table 16. Fama–French Regression Results including GMB for Europe.
Dependent Variable:
Portfolio Return
Naive ESG-A4 ESG-A42 TRESG TRESG2 Value
Mkt.RF 0.647 *** 0.659 *** 0.639 *** 0.661 *** 0.588 *** 0.623 ***
(0.011) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.025) (0.011)
SMB −0.425 *** −0.504 *** −0.779 *** −0.455 *** −0.787 *** −0.640 ***
(0.026) (0.027) (0.028) (0.027) (0.056) (0.025)
HML −0.114 *** 0.060 ** 0.027 0.055 * −0.003 −0.085 ***
(0.027) (0.028) (0.030) (0.029) (0.060) (0.027)
RMW −0.245 *** −0.350 *** −0.435 *** −0.347 *** −0.216 ** −0.302 ***
(0.040) (0.042) (0.045) (0.042) (0.089) (0.039)
CMA −0.407 *** −0.460 *** −0.442 *** −0.463 *** −0.639 *** −0.431 ***
(0.036) (0.037) (0.040) (0.037) (0.079) (0.035)
GMB −0.199 *** −0.206 *** −0.095 *** −0.218 *** −0.115 ** −0.246 ***
(0.024) (0.025) (0.027) (0.025) (0.054) (0.024)
Constant 0.0002 ** 0.0003 *** 0.0003 ** 0.0003 *** −0.00001 0.0001
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0001)
Observations 2558 2558 2558 2558 2558 2558
R2 0.843 0.856 0.861 0.850 0.588 0.866
Adjusted R2 0.842 0.855 0.860 0.850 0.587 0.866
Note: This table illustrates the effect of the five Fama–French factors and GMB in explaining the portfolio returns. Herein, * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05;
*** p < 0.01.
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For Europe, the GMB factor is consistently negative for all the strategies. However,
in contrast to the US, both the GMB and SMB factors report negative beta values for
the vanilla ESG-based strategies. A possible explanation for the different results could be
derived from the distribution of ESG scores. As outlined in Section 4, the distribution of ESG
scores is heavily skewed to the left for Europe while also reporting higher average values
compared to the US. This implies that the good and bad portfolios are more homogeneous,
and the difference in social performance and market capitalization is smaller for Europe.
Some firms assigned to the bad portfolio in Europe would be part of the good portfolio in
the US based on their ESG scores. We also find a similar pattern as for the US, such that
adding the GMB factor to the model leads to a decrease in the beta value of the SMB factor,
suggesting an effect of the size premium nevertheless.
The factor regression results report very different explanations for the portfolio strate-
gies for both regions. These results are also much less consistent between strategies in
the US than in Europe. However, in the US, strong similarities can still be found for both
vanilla ESG-based strategies, while in Europe, the results hold more generally. Furthermore,
the positive link between size and ESG seems to be better supported in Europe by the
strong similarity in the factor loadings between the ESG-based strategies and the value-
weighted portfolio, especially due to the consistently negative loading on SMB. As already
mentioned in Section 4, this relationship does not seem to be as strong in the US. This can
be somewhat confirmed by the regression results. Even though the loading on SMB is
positive, the coefficients are rather small and not or weakly significant for the majority of
the ESG-based strategies.
Overall, the results presented in this section suggest that investors can do well and do
good by implementing passive ESG-based asset-allocation strategies that require no asset
management skills for fees. It is possible to receive similar or superior financial performance
compared to the naive portfolio, which is only slightly affected by the transaction cost
in the case of the vanilla ESG-weighted portfolios. In comparison to the value-weighted
portfolio, a similar or higher social performance (depending on the rating regime) and
higher financial performance is possible. These findings hold for both the US and Europe
and suggest that an asset allocation based on ESG ratings might be preferable compared to
common passive benchmark strategies.
6. Conclusions
Several articles have shown that there is no common agreement on the question of
whether doing well and doing good is possible. Aiming to answer this question from
a passive portfolio-management perspective, we designed a number of asset-allocation
strategies based on ESG data and compared them with a naive and value-weighted portfolio
as benchmark strategies for the US and Europe. All the strategies are passive and thus are
not affected by management skills or fees.
We find a negative relationship between ESG scores and returns, which seems to be
stronger in Europe and less pronounced in the US. Moreover, firms with the highest ESG
scores in the US and Europe are on average larger than the firms with the lowest ESG
scores. Overall, the range of ESG scores across the whole distribution is lower in Europe
than the US, which could be explained by higher CSR standards in Europe.
The portfolio results suggest that an asset-allocation strategy based on a simple
ESG-weighting is preferable to both the naive and value-weighted portfolio strategies.
The vanilla ESG-based strategy produces a similar financial and superior social perfor-
mance compared to the naive strategy. The advantage compared to the value-weighted
strategy seems to be even more pronounced, as a higher financial performance and similar
or higher social performance can be achieved depending on the rating regime used.
This conclusion changes only slightly after the consideration of the rebalancing cost
since the turnover rates of the vanilla ESG-based portfolios are very low. This suggests that
achieving a significantly higher social performance might come at a rather small premium
compared to the financial performance of the naive portfolio, which seems to be purely
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related to the cost of rebalancing the ESG-based portfolio. At the same time, the superior
financial performance compared to the value-weighted strategy further increases after
considering the rebalancing cost.
The regression results do not reveal any consistent factor loadings across the regions.
However, for the vanilla ESG-based strategies in the US, consistent results can be found,
indicating a tilt towards small value firms with robust operating profitability and conserva-
tive investment styles. In Europe, the results, while being different to the US, hold more
generally across the strategies and indicate a tilt towards large firms with weak operating
profitability and an aggressive investment style. The book-to-market ratio seems to have
little explanatory power for the strategies constructed in Europe. The added GMB factor
shows a negative loading on the vanilla ESG-based strategies for both Europe and the
US. While this implies a tilt towards bad firms for explaining the changes in the strategy
returns, the impact of the size premium on the GMB factor could provide an alternative
explanation for the factor loading as well.
While this paper investigates passive asset-allocation strategies based on ESG-weighting
from the perspective of a socially reponsible investor, the results seem to suggest that such
strategies might also be preferred by conventional investors looking for a passively man-
aged alternative compared to a value-weighted index. Furthermore, it seems that such a
strategy might be a more adequate benchmark for active SRI funds.
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